ANIMALS ARE AMAZING!

Animals are amazing
I know you love them too
We love them for the way they look
and live and love and do

The sleepy soft koala
The stripey-tailed impala
The swagger of a rhino, or
The legend of the dinosaur

The steady, slow and smiley sloth
Tapping its two or three toes
Upside down, without a frown
Just chilling, anything goes

If I met an otter
I'd give her lots of fish
And I'd ask if under all that fur
Her belly is still ticklish

Hyenas are amazing
Although they're not that funny
But their digestion is never in question
Everything goes in that tummy

The cuddly clever orangutan
With wise and gentle eyes
The peekaboo of meerkats
A cute little surprise

The proudness of the penguin
The Busyness of the bee
The giraffe with its eyelashes
Not that we're tall enough to see

The acrobatics of our froggy friends
The smoothness of the dolphin
The lumpy bumpy warthog
The scales of the pangolin

The big-bottomness of the hippopotamus
The reindeer's wood-like antlers
And I never knew that leopards, tigers,
Jaguars and lions all were panthers

Chickens, ducks, pigs and sheep
and goats are all amazing
Ruminants that ruminate,
pondering while grazing

The backwards flight of hummingbirds
The gaggle of geese in flock
And blue and green should always be seen
The proof is in the peacock

The maternity of elephants
Huge in stature and in heart
The retreating face of turtles
Sometimes hiding's pretty smart

Cats and dogs and rabbits too
All animals domestic
Hamsters with their funny cheeks
And horses so majestic

The dinky donkey, little pony
Zebra monochrome
Great and small, short and tall
Upon this land they roam

So many beasts are in this world
All with their special features
That make us love them all so much
These magnificent creatures

Let's celebrate our natural world
Be thankful and keep praising
We share our planet with such wonders
Our animals, amazing